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Abstract
Background—Local modulation of vascular mTOR signaling reduces smooth muscle cells (SMC)
proliferation after endovascular interventions but may be associated with endothelial cell (EC)
toxicity. The trilaminate vascular architecture juxtaposes EC and SMC to enable complex paracrine
co-regulation, but shields SMC from flow. We hypothesized that flow differentially impacts mTOR
signaling in EC and SMC, and that SMC regulate mTOR in EC.

Methods and Results—SMC and/or EC were exposed to coronary artery flow in a perfusion
bioreactor. We demonstrated by flowcytometry, immunofluorescence and immunoblotting that EC
expression of phospho-S6 ribosomal protein (p-S6RP), a downstream target of mTOR, was doubled
by flow. Conversely, S6RP in SMC was growth factor-, but not flow-, responsive and SMC
eliminated the flow-sensitivity of EC. Temsirolimus, a sirolimus analog, eliminated the effect of GF
on SMC and flow on EC, reducing p-S6RP below basal levels and inhibiting endothelial recovery.
EC p-S6RP expression in stented porcine arteries confirmed our in vitro findings – phosphorylation
was greatest in EC farthest from intact SMC in metal stented arteries and altogether absent after
sirolimus stent-elution.

Conclusions—mTOR pathway is activated in EC in response to luminal flow. SMC inhibit this
flow-induced stimulation of endothelial mTOR pathway. Thus, we now define a novel external
stimulus regulating phosphorylation of S6RP and another level of EC-SMC cross-talk. These
interactions may explain the impact of local anti-proliferative delivery that targets SMC proliferation,
and suggest that future stents integrate design influences on flow and drug effects on their molecular
targets.
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INTRODUCTION
Local delivery of anti-proliferative drugs limits the intimal hyperplastic response to vascular
intervention, but may place vessels at risk of thrombosis even late after initial treatment. The
intervention, agents used and means of administration can synergistically induce endothelial
dysfunction and delay recovery1 leading to impaired vasoreactivity, enhanced platelet
aggregation2, and elevated tissue factor expression3, 4, 5. Sirolimus, for example, inhibits
smooth muscle cell (SMC) proliferation and intimal hyperplasia after vascular manipulation
presumably through effects on signaling within the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
pathway. mTOR is central to regulation of protein synthesis, ribosomal protein translation, and
cap-dependent translation6, and its inhibition with sirolimus alters the balance of mTORC1 -
mTORC2 complexes7. Prolonged exposure to sirolimus partially inhibits Akt activation and
smooth muscle cell proliferation8. But sirolimus also induces tissue factor expression3, 4 and
dysfunction in endothelial cells (EC). The impact of flow and drug release on tissue drug
distribution and vascular repair has been defined computationally9–12 and in vivo13–15 but the
specific flow effects on individual vascular cells has not been fully defined. EC are especially
flow-sensitive16 and altered hemodynamics may disrupt endothelial health. When EC become
dysfunctional, vascular homeostasis is disrupted and disease becomes manifest -each element
of vascular repair goes awry 17.

We used vessel-like constructs to examine mTOR-pathway signaling in isolated EC, isolated
SMC and EC cultured over SMC. A model system with sequentially layered SMC/EC vessel-
like constructs connected to a perfusion bioreactor allowed for fine control of hemodynamic
parameters, recapitulating physiologic flow. Importantly, these constructs enabled
biologically-relevant studies of vascular intervention, including bolus drug administration,
balloon deployment and stent implantation. Our data demonstrate a profound difference in EC
biology in the presence and absence of SMC and suggests a far more sophisticated regulatory
interaction between alterations in hemodynamics from above and vessel wall from below than
classically appreciated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Vascular cell culture and bioengineered vessel-like construct

Human coronary artery endothelial cells (EC) (Promocell) were cultured in EBM-2 basal
medium (Lonza) supplemented with 5% FBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, 0.04%
hydrocortisone, 0.4% human-FGF-2, 0.1% VEGF, 0.1% R3-IGF-1, 0.1% ascorbic acid, 0.1%
human-EGF, and 0.1% gentamicin-amphotericin 1000 (EC complete medium). Human aortic
smooth muscle cells (SMC, Cambrex) were cultured with SmBM-2 basal medium (Lonza)
supplemented with 5% CS, 1% glutamine, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (SMC complete
medium). Cells, passage 4–6, were fed every 48h, and incubated at 37°C.

Prior to cell seeding, 3.18mm ID Silastic® tubes (Dow Corning) were washed in 0.2% SDS
for 20min, rinsed twice with distilled water for 20min and steam sterilized. Tube length was
12cm except for experiments with stents, which used 4cm-long tubes to reduce background
signal from undisturbed cells in unstented parts of the tube. Tubes were coated with 100μg/ml
fibronectin (Sigma) in PBS for 2h, while rotating at 10rph at 37°C (Figure 1A) and rinsed to
remove loosely adsorbed fibronectin. Homotypic constructs were fabricated with injection of
EC or SMC into fibronectin-coated tubes (8·105 cells/ml), and cultured for 24h at 37°C, under
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axial rotation. Sequential layering of SMC, followed by application of EC produced SMC/EC
vessel-like constructs. SMC were seeded on fibronectin-coated tubes (8·105 cells/ml), forming
a SMC multi-layer (Figure 1B, 1E). After 24h adhesion under axial rotation constructs were
filled with an EC suspension (8·105 cells/ml) and incubated for 24h. Cells within constructs
were characterized for constitutive and inducible markers and biosecretory function (Table
1S). Appropriate cell assembly within constructs was verified by confocal microscopy and cell
coverage quantified using MATLAB®-based image analysis programs (Video 1S).

The SMC/EC vessel-like constructs were connected to 60cm-long loops of Silastic® tubing
containing fresh EC complete medium and rested for 24h to ensure complete
‘endothelialization’ (Figure 1C, 1F). Supplemented medium was replaced by EBM-2 medium
to starve the cells overnight prior to perfusion. Cell-seeded constructs were placed in aperfusion
bioreactor18, 19 and exposed to controlled coronary artery-like flow -1Hz pulsatile flow of
17dyn/cm2 average shear stress. In all experiments, samples without flow served as controls.
In experiments with growth factors (GF), EC and SMC complete media was used for EC and
SMC homotypic constructs, respectively, while SMC/EC vessel-like constructs were perfused
with EC complete medium.

Injury model
EC-only and SMC/EC vessel-like constructs were stented with 7-cell stainless steel NIR stents
(3.5×16mm, Medinol). To discriminate direct drug-mediated effect from flow-mediated
modulation of drug treatment, 1h before stent implantation 10nM temsirolimus (Wyeth) was
added to the starvation media. This dose abrogates mTOR signaling in endothelial cells20.
DMSO at the doses used has no effect on mTOR activation status20.

Measurement of p-S6RP expression by flow cytometry
We used our perfusion bioreactor and the vessel-like constructs to examine mTOR signaling
in cells exposed to coronary-like flow. mTOR activation status was assessed measuring
phosphorylation levels of S6 ribosomal protein (S6RP), a downstream substrate of TORC1.
Phospho-S6RP (p-S6RP) is a more reliable index in our experiments, as total mTOR may be
conserved even in the face of shunting to the TORC1 or TORC2 protein complexes. EC in
SMC/EC co-cultures were identified with PE-conjugated anti-CD31 antibody (BD
Pharmingen). Double staining of EC with this antibody and FITC-conjugated anti-p-S6RP
allowed for cell and signal co-localization. Levels of p-S6RP were measured at ‘basal’
conditions, and following flow exposure, stent placement and incubation with temsirolimus.
Cells were recovered from constructs by 3min-trypsin treatment, washed and resuspended in
Fixation/Permeabilization Buffer Solution (BD Biosciences) for 30min. Trypsin had no impact
on CD31 cytometric detection in EC. After detachment, samples were rinsed twice with 10%
Fixation Buffer (BD Biosciences) in PBS and incubated in suspension with FITC-conjugated
anti-p-S6RP (Cell Signaling) or appropriate isotypic control for 30min at 4°C. Cells were
analyzed by flow cytometry using a FACS calibur instrument and Cell Quest software (Becton
Dickinson). Positive cells were gated to determine respective mean intensity fluorescence
(MIF) (Figure 2C), background autofluorescence from unlabeled cells was substracted, and
data presented as the quotient of MIF of samples exposed to flow and corresponding static
controls.

RIPA and digitonin extraction
Non-specific cell lysis was performed by rinsing cell-coated constructs twice with ice cold
PBS and then incubating them for 30min on ice in RIPA buffer containing 50mM Tris-HCl,
pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS and 5mM EDTA.
The supernatant was obtained after centrifugation for 30min at 4°C. Specific cytosolic
extraction of surface cells on the constructs was achieved with digitonin. Cells washed with
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ice-cold PBS were covered with buffer containing 120mM KCl, 5mM KH2PO4, 10mM
HEPES, pH 7.4, 2mM EGTA, 0.15mg/ml digitonin (Sigma) and rocked gently on ice for
30min. The gently-aspirated supernatant was labeled as digitonin extract21, 22. Absence of
SMC in the extracts was verified by blotting membranes against anti-SMC α-actin and anti-
tubulin antibodies (Sigma) (Figure 2S. A).

Western Blot analysis
10% acrylamide gels (Invitrogen) were used for protein separation. Gels were blotted using
Invitrogen gel transfer stacks and blotting system. Membranes were blocked with 5% powdered
milk and incubated overnight with primary monoclonal anti-p-S6RP (Cell Signaling, 1:1,000
dilution) and anti-β actin (Santa Cruz Biotech, 1:15,000 dilution) at 4°C while shaking. After
two washes with PBS-T (PBS, 0.05% Tween20), membranes were incubated with HRP-
conjugated secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotech, 1:3,500 dilution) for 2h while shaking
at room temperature. After two 10min washes in PBS-T, Supersignal West Femto Maximum
Sensitivity substrate (Pierce) was applied and luminescence detected in an Alpha Innotec
FluorChem. Densitometry plots were analyzed using ImageJ.

Microscopic examinations
Endothelial monolayer integrity within constructs was assessed using fluorescence (Perkin-
Elmer spinning disk confocal system coupled to a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM)(Figure 1). Constructs, embedded in a protective outer
tubular layer prior to removal from the loops to minimize stress and artifactual effects on the
cellular lining, were rinsed with PBS, and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Mallinckrodt) for
20min at room temperature. After two consecutive washes with PBS for 10min and 1h blotting
with 5% goat serum in PBS-BSA (PBS, 1% bovine serum albumin), EC and SMC were labeled
for 1h with rabbit monoclonal anti-CD31 (Abcam) and mouse anti-Tissue Factor (American
Diagnostica) diluted 1:50 in PBS-BSA. Cells were rinsed twice with PBS-BSA for 10min and
stained with goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor® 488 and goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor® 647 (1:100
in PBS-BSA) secondary antibodies and DAPI solution (1:500 in PBS-BSA) for 1h. Two 10min
washes with PBS were performed to remove any unbound antibody. Vessels were
longitudinally sectioned with a surgical blade for imaging. To image stents within constructs
(Figure 1G), stents were removed from the longitudinally sectioned constructs and cut open
using surgical scissors. When imaging p-S6RP expression (Figure 1S), fixed cells were
permeabilized with 0.2% triton in PBS for 10 min. Cells were washed with PBS twice for
10min, blotted and stained with rabbit monoclonal antibody against p-S6RP (Cell Signaling,
1:50 dilution in PBS-BSA) and the corresponding Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugated secondary
antibody (1:100 in PBS-BSA).

For SEM, stents were removed from the cell-coated constructs and stent struts imaged directly
using low vacuum EI/Philips XL30 FEG environmental SEM (Figure 1D). Cells on constructs
were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, rinsed with PBS and subject to serial dehydration, with
30min-incubations in solutions of increasing ethanol content (50, 70, 95, 100%) and 1h in
acetone. Specimens were air-dried overnight, sputter coated for 45s using a Denton Vacuum
Desk II Sputter Coater and imaged with a Hitachi S-3400N SEM.

In vivo studies
The left anterior descending coronary and right coronary arteries of Yucatan pigs were
implanted with 6 cell, 3×13mm bare metal (Neo Stent, Co/Cr alloy) or sirolimus-eluting (Neo
Stents coated with 50/50(w/w) PEVA and PBMA containing 120 μg sirolimus, JnJ/Cordis)
stents. Animal care and procedures followed AAALAC and NIH guidelines. On the 7th (n=3)
and 30th day (n=8) post-stenting, animals were terminally anesthetized with pentobarbital (65
mg/kg). After sacrifice, stented vessels were dissected free, and pressure perfused with PBS
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followed by 10% formalin. After ethanol and xylene processing, vessels were embedded whole
in a methyl methacrylate/butyl methacrylate resin (Polysciences Inc.) and polymerized under
UV light. Serial cross-sectional planes were obtained along the length of the stents with a
precision saw, microtome-cut at 5μm-thickness and stained with verHoeff’s elastin and H&E
stains and for specific cell markers (CD31, α-actin, p-S6RP)(Supplemental Figure 3).
Unstented coronary segments were embedded in paraffin. Rabbit anti-p-S6RP monoclonal
antibody (Cell Signaling) with low-temperature antigen retrieval and a tyramide signal
amplification system (DakoCytomation) was used for immunohistochemical analysis of
mTOR. Quantitative morphometric analysis was performed on the histological sections from
each stented artery.

Statistics
In all figures, data are expressed as average ± standard deviation. Non parametric Kruskal
Wallis test followed by Scheffe post hoc analysis of the original measured values normalized
to their corresponding controls were conducted to determine statistical differences between
values; p values <0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS
Basal mTOR/TORC1 signaling is modulated by flow in EC but not in SMC

Though endothelial and smooth muscle cells rendered quiescent by GF deprivation exhibited
low levels of p-S6RP, they also showed differential responses to flow and GF. EC expression
of p-S6RP nearly doubled within 20min exposure to coronary-like flow (1Hz pulsatile, 17dyn/
cm2) (1.97±0.2 fold increase; p<0.5; Figure 2A). A 1.96±0.4-fold increase in p-S6RP
upregulation was confirmed by immunoblotting using Western blotting after whole cell lysis
and with digitonin extraction (Figure 3C, Figure 2S. B). Confocal imaging of adherent EC
revealed 1.91±0.2 upregulation of S6RP phosphorylation under flow (Figure 3E, Figure 1S).
Growth factor exposure had no significant effect on S6RP phosphorylation in EC (Figure 2A).
In contrast SMC were unaffected by flow but exhibited almost five-fold increase in p-S6RP
expression upon GF exposure (p < 0.05 vs. static control; Figure 2B). Thus, mTOR/TORC1
signaling in EC is most sensitive to alterations in shear stress; while the local biochemical
milieudominates in SMC. Homotypic studies were augmented by SMC/EC vessel-like
constructs. Interestingly, the presence of SMC reduced flow-induced S6RP phosphorylation
in EC (MIF flow/static 1.16±0.04 vs. 1.97±0.2 in EC-only vessel-like constructs; p<0.05;
Figure 2D, Figure 2S.C) and EC eliminated the GF responsiveness of SMC p-S6RP expression
(Figure 2E).

Differential effect of flow and static regimens on p-S6RP status in EC following stent-induced
injury

Under static conditions p-S6RP expression in EC lining conduits rose with stent injury (1.32
±0.1 fold), but not when SMC were present as well (0.90±0.2–fold, p<0.05). Interestingly, the
expected flow-mediated increase in p-S6RP expression seen in quiescent, monolayered EC
was lost in EC injured by stent placement (0.91±0.1, p<0.05 compared to static) and reduced
when EC were in SMC/EC vessel-like constructs (0.77±0.1, p<0.05 compared to static).

mTOR blockade by Temsirolimus eliminates in vitro flow and growth factor-induced mTOR/
TORC1 activation, and delays post-stenting re-endothelization

Sirolimus/FKBP12 complexes interact specifically with mTOR/TORC1, blocking
downstream targets, S6K1 and its substrate S6RP. Temsirolimus reduced flow andGF-
inducedp-S6RP levels in EC and SMC (Figure 3). mTOR blockade markedly affected re-
endothelialization post-stenting. The number ofCD31 positive cells on the luminal surface of
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stents struts after 24h flow exposure was 3.5±0.4-fold* reduced by temsirolimusin constructs
with EC alone and by 2.2±0.4-fold* with SMC present as well (*p<0.05)(Figure 4S). These
results confirm that temsirolimus is a powerful blocker of the mTOR machinery and suggest
that its effects are more profound when expression of S6RP is highest as in EC without
underlying SMC.

Immunohistochemical analysis of p-S6RP expression was performed in coronary arteries
stented with sirolimus-eluting stents or control BMS. Endothelialization was not significantly
different in the different stent arteries (3.1 ± 0.2 vs 2.3 ± 0.50). Specific p-S6RP staining was
identified in the endothelium and some leukocytes (macrophages and lymphocytes) in the
neointima of the 7-day BMS but no cells stained in the 7-daysirolimus-eluting stent (Figure
4A and 4B). Control unstented arteries did not show any cells expressing p-S6RP (Figure 4C).
More importantly, quantitative analysis of the luminal surface of the bare metal stented vessels
revealed that the highest percentage of p-S6RP positive cells at the neointima luminal surface
(Figure 4D and 4E). Phospho-S6RP is upregulated in the neointima of BM-stented arteries;
phosphorylation inversely correlates with the presence of underlying SMC. These findings
provide in vivo evidence that healthy EC do not express p-S6RP. Conversely, injured EC do
express p-S6RP and the expression is sensitive to their surrounding milieu -fibrin and
inflammatory cells in the neointima vs SMC in the media (Figure 3S). The ability, however,
of EC to restore the balance after intervention is lost in the presence of mTOR inhibitors.

DISCUSSION
The S6/mTOR pathway is critical for vascular reactivity and metabolism. We now show that
phosphorylation of S6 ribosomal protein in EC is flow-sensitive, and in SMC GF-mediated.
We also demonstrate that the response of the intact vessel cannot be appreciated by examining
isolated vascular cells. Using a custom designed flow system that allowed for coating of loop
conduits with EC alone or EC on layers of SMC we demonstrated how EC S6RP signaling is
mediated by adjacent SMC and vice versa. SMC inhibit flow-mediated mTOR activation in
EC and reciprocally EC regulated the response in SMC. Cell-seeded perfusion systems allow
examination of specific cellular elements under defined flow and shear conditions, with
exposure to specific concentrations of vasoregulators, and over a short time scale without tissue
remodeling. Our vessel-like constructs extend similarsystems23–30 by introducing a bilayer
co-culture of EC and SMC within tubular structures that enable microscopic examination,
programmed chemical and mechanical intervention, correlation of intracellular signaling
events with functional outcome, and under static or coronary artery-like flow 18. The use of
cells and defined media is here superior to excised vessels and whole blood as we can associate
particular signals with specific cells under precisely controlled flows. Digitonin extraction
enables determination of S6RP phosphorylation in EC even in culture with SMC. At low
concentrations digitonin, a gentle detergent, selectively punctures 8–10 nm holes in the sterol-
rich plasma membrane, allowing leakage of cytosolic proteins of up to 200 kDa mass.
Moreover, digitonin exerts effect only in cells it directlycontacts21, 22. Digitonin-extracted
SMC/EC vessel-like constructs revealed S6RP phosphorylation without effects on SMC as
there was no significant release of SMC α-actin (Figure 2S.A).

The trilaminate architecture of the blood vessel provides structural support and a platform from
which to launch an array of intricate paracrine regulation – primary among which are the
interactions between EC and SMC. Each cell can induce phenotypic transformations and
different bioregulatory states in the other 31,32. EC spread slower and present a less thrombotic
phenotype when cultured on SMC33, 34. Similarly, the EC pro-coagulant and pro-inflammatory
phenotype is amplified in co-culture with growth factor-stimulated SMC and subdued in co-
culture with growth factor-deprived SMC35. EC modulate the contractile and growth properties
of vascular SMC in turn36–39. Our results on flow-and GF-mediated activation of S6RP provide
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further evidence of EC-SMC cross talk. In health, EC are exposed to flow and SMC are buffered
from blood by the endothelial monolayer. With injury, the endothelium is disturbed and SMC
are now directly exposed to flow. Classic studies cite these events as critical to mediation of
vasomotor tone40–42. This view of vascular cell architecture relative to flow perhaps best
explains why flow upregulatesp-S6RP in EC and GF upregulate this path way in SMC. What
is fascinating is that this upregulation is observed only for cells in isolation, co-cultured cells
are far more quiescent. That SMC-EC co-regulation extends to p-S6RP is doubly intriguing.
The mTOR pathway is a primary metabolic sensor of the cell. SMC might induce metabolic
activity within EC via a paracrine mechanism or direct cell-cell contact.

Differential expression of proteins within them TOR signaling pathway has profound
implications. Local injury, flow and chemical inhibition synergize to disrupt the endothelial
monolayer, prevent its restoration and impair its function. Interactions between EC and SMC
are more important in regulating vascular wall hemostasis than previously anticipated; both
EC and SMC alter the expression of factors in coagulation and fibrinolysis in response to shear
stress43. Shyy and co-workers observed that while laminar shear stress activated AMPK and
Akt in EC, disturbed flow activated only Akt44, disrupting the balance of mTOR and S6K;
increasing the proportion of EC in a mitotic state. Our two-fold upregulation of mTOR in EC
by flow is in direct concert with these studies and has now been expanded to SMC as well. Our
results indicate that in vessel-like constructs EC-SMC interaction dominates, altering the
dynamics of basal mTOR signaling and overriding GF pro-angiogenic stimulation. Such results
take us back to Virchow on the one hand and bring us to the present day of DES and their
attendant potential complications on the other. Similar to the triad of Virchow that governs
venous thrombosis we observe that signaling within EC and SMC resident in the vessel wall
are set by the biochemical milieue stablished by blood, local flow disruptions and the state of
the wall and its cells. The relative effects of the stent itself on the EC and SMC may explain
the enhanced sensitivity of the endothelium after local delivery of agents that interfere with
mTOR signaling. Endothelial denudation is most prominent between the stent struts at the time
of implantation, and most rapidly recovers in this region perhaps because these EC regenerate
over SMC and can more quickly attain a mature endothelial phenotype. EC over the stent struts
do not readily regain this mature, confluent and bioregulatory phenotype and retain p-S6RP
expression even when physically contiguous because they are distant from SMC. One might
then explain strut-adherent thrombosis in DES with incomplete endothelial healing as
evidenced by persistent p-S6RP expression.

The modified triad, inflammation from the foreign materials of the stent, toxic effects of the
pooled drug, and flow disruptions from the strut, might all contribute to but cannot account
alone for the repair in vivo. In vitro stenting results may be masked by surrounding uninjured
EC present in the flow cytometric analysis. Thus, despite the complimentary findings that EC-
SMC interactions affect EC phosphorylation of S6RP in response to stent injury in vivo and
in vitro, the levels of S6RP phosphorylation after stenting in our in vitro system lacked the
spatial resolution needed to directly compare them to the in vivo state. Contact-mediated SMC
regulation of EC signaling needs to be defined further and confirmed, but may allow better
understanding of the vascular response to DES and how drugs that have one putative mode of
activity when examined in isolated cultures can behave in unanticipated manners in the intact
and injured in vivo system. It is important to remember that stents are placed in disease
darteries, with complex bifurcated geometries, blood enriched perhaps in LDL, glucose and a
number of prescription drugs, and a plaque. All of those elements will definitively alter the
interactions between EC and SMC.

That S6RP phosphorylation was flow-sensitive in EC and GF-sensitive in mural SMC and that
SMC dominate over EC has important fundamental and clinical implications. Investigation of
the basic signaling should now consider the cells alone and together, and use of DES must
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integrate stent design influence on flow and drug impact on mTOR. The use of flow models,
flow activated cell sorting, intracellular signaling in a co-culture of human vascular cells and
modern clinical interventions can provide new insight into fundamental biology. Our flow
system can track mTOR and up-and downstream signaling molecules at rest, under flow and
with exposure to drugs over a span of concentrations and delivery kinetics. Novel endoscopic
confocal microscopes will allow us to relate flow alterations with cell function and drug
localization. Stents are placed in diseased arteries, with thickened diseased walls, in the
presence of clot and inflammation, a complex and potentially disarrayed matrix of endothelial
and smooth muscle cells, complex bifurcated geometries, and blood enriched with lipoproteins,
glucose and possibly drugs, that may be subject to altered flow. All of those elements will
affect the interactions between EC and SMC, and all must be considered in appreciating
vascular cell communication and homeostasis, but few of them can be reproduced in a
consistent and independent fashion. Flow models with multiple cell systems under defined
flow regimes bring us back to Virchow and forward into the era of complex vascular
interventions and emerging concepts in vascular biology.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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ABBREVIATION LIST

EC Endothelial cells

SMC Smooth muscle cells

DES Drug eluting stent

BMS Bare metal stent

mTOR Mammalian target of rapamycin

p-S6RP Phosphorylated S6 ribosomal protein

SEM Scanning electron microscopy

FACS Fluorescence activated cell sorting

IF Immunofluorescence

MIF Mean intensity fluorescence

Tems Temsirolimus (mTOR inhibitor)

BSA Bovine serum albumin

PBS Phosphate buffer saline
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Figure 1. Layer-by-layer assembly and intervention of a vessel-like construct
In vitro model of stent-induced vascular injury. EC alone or with SMC were layered onto the
inner surface of fibronectin coated silicon-rubber tubes and left intact or stented. Luminal
construct morphology at each stage was obtained by SEM. The cobblestone morphology
typical of EC on naïve vessels and in vitro cultures can be observed in the undisturbed SMC/
EC vessel-like constructs (C) but is lost on the stent strut surface (D). Immunofluorescence
imaging identified specific cells -EC (in green) are labeled using anti-CD31 monoclonal
antibody conjugated to an AlexaFluor® 488 secondary antibody. SMC (in red) are labeled
using anti-Tissue Factor monoclonal antibody conjugated to an AlexaFluor® 647 secondary
antibody. Each assembly step was imaged in three different experiments, each including three
independent constructs. All constructs were divided into 4–6 sections that were scanned and
photographed 8–10 times.
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Figure 2. Impact of flow and growth factors onp-S6RP expression
While coronary artery-like flow upregulatedp-S6RP expression in EC, but not in SMC, growth
factor stimulation induced S6RP phosphorylation in SMC but not EC (A, B). SMC regulate
EC response to flow. EC dictate SMC response to growth factors. C) Representative flow-
cytometric separation of SMC and EC in SMC/EC vessel-like constructs. After detachment
from tubes, p-S6RP expression in both cell types was quantified with a FITC-conjugated anti-
p-S6RP antibody. EC in the EC/SMC mixture were specifically stained with PE-conjugated
CD31 antibody. When EC were seeded on a SMC multilayer, EC S-6RP phosphorylation
became flow-independent (D). S-6RP phosphorylation was independent of flow in SMC, both
when SMC were alone or when shielded by overlying EC (E). All figure bars represent the
average of twelve data points ± SD obtained in three experiments that included four
independent observations of each conditioned assayed.
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Figure 3. Temsirolimus effectively blocks the mTOR pathway
The flow and temsirolimus response of isolated EC and SMC obtained by FACS (A, B) were
confirmed by protein expression by Western blots (C, D) and under confocal
immunofluorescence (E, F). n=12 (three experiments, four independent observations of each
condition assayed).
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Figure 4. Injury and sirolimus alter p-S6RP expression in EC. The highest degree of S6RP
phosphorylation in vivo occurs where EC are farthest from intact SMC
(A) p-S6RP expression was prominent in extracted porcine coronary arteries stented with BMS
(arrows indicate positive staining cells in brown) and eliminated in sirolimus-eluting stents
(B). Unstented control arteries (C) had an intact endothelium and media with no detectable p-
S6RP staining. The incidence of p-S6RP positive EC in the luminal surface correlated with the
nature of the underlying layer (D) and plotted by region relative to the stent strut (E). Region
A is directly above the stent strut, B1 and B2 correspond to areas within the neointima adjacent
to the stent strut, and C1 and C2 are regions where there is healthy endothelium, no detectable
neointima and viable SMC within a normal medial layer (E). Only at a distance from the stent
strut beyond the neointima/intact media boundary (zones C1 and C2) was the number of p-
S6RP positive EC significantly reduced. n=12 (three experiments, four independent
observations each).
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